
About Agility
Agility Abu Dhabi is a leader in oil & gas logistics, contract logistics and 
customs clearance services. Some of the region’s major oil & gas projects 
depend on Agility for logistics solutions, as do the agriculture, chemicals, 
defense and healthcare industries With 200,000 sqm of open yard storage in 
Abu Dhabi’s logistics park, customers and fleet  operations alike benefit from 
premier contract logistics services. Beyond the open yard storage capacity, 
21,000 sqm are available for closed ambient and temperature-controlled 
warehousing. Agility’s fleet of more than 465 transport vehicles easily handles 
all containerized, non-containerized, heavy and oversized cargo. Within Abu 
Dhabi, Agility holds a preferred status with customs. This allows Agility to serve 
freight forwarding customers with benefits like duty-free exemptions, digital 
paperwork processes and lower tariffs on goods coming to and from Khalifa 
Port to Abu Dhabi and Mussafah.

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Head Office
Mussafah Industrial Area – Plot M-19 
PO Box 93971
Abu Dhabi, UAE

+971 2 509 9599

Major Office Locations
• Mussafah, Abu Dhabi

International Airport, Khalifa Port -
KIZAD, Mina Zyed Port, ADNEC

Airports Served
• Abu Dhabi

Ports Served
• Khalifa Port

Warehouse Space
• 21,000 sqm

Certifications
• ISO 9001:2008
• ISO 14001:2004
• ISO 22000:2005
• OHSAS 18001:2007
• Dangerous Goods/

Hazmat License
• ICV

Facts Abu Dhabi

Services

• Freight Forwarding
(air, ocean, road)

• Warehousing & Distribution
• Cross-Border Trucking
• Customs Clearance
• Project Logistics
• Chemical Logistics
• Fairs & Events Logistics
• Contract Logistics
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Agility (Abu Dhabi) PJSC
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Abu Dhabi

Customer Examples

Managing the logistics behind 40% of inbound container volume at Abu 
Dhabi Port terminals
For five years, Agility has been helping manage logistics for the UAE’s largest 
agricultural company, which provides 40% of all inbound container volume at 
Abu Dhabi Port Terminals. At peak seasonal times, the Agility team operates 
with up to 100 people, including a key account manager, operations experts 
and coordinators, customs clearance specialists, accountants and truck drivers. 
Operations are managed through tracking, monitoring and reporting systems 
like an In-Vehicle Monitoring System (IVMS), an automated delivery reporting 
system and an Inventory Management Systems (Exceed WMS). These systems 
allow us to ensure that deliveries arrive on time, containers flow smoothly 
through clearance and delivery, all operations are fully compliant with QHSE 
standards (ISO) and that there are few incidents of demurrage, mishandled or 
misdelivered containers. 

Expertise in heavy lift cargo will help move 750,000 barrels of oil a day 
The upper Zakum offshore field is in the Arabian Gulf, 84 kilometers from Abu 
Dhabi. A major oil developer has launched a program to drill and transport oil 
from the field with a target of 750 MBD (thousands of barrels a day). The 
developer wants to sustain that rate for at least 25 years and recover 70% of 
proven reserves. Four new artificial islands are being constructed for the 
project. That’s a lot of oil and equipment to move; fortunately, Agility specializes 
in heavy lift cargo! We’ll provide storage, complex freight forwarding solutions 
by road, sea, rail and air, as well as executing documentation, handling and 
consolidation of shipments.

100% stock accuracy helps electrical firm handle multiple brands
A manufacturer and distributor of electrical equipment and lighting needed 
help managing 11 different brands with several SKU(s) per product, per brand. 
And it had dozens of stores in the market. Agility brought warehousing and 
distribution solutions that resulted in 100% stock accuracy and transparency. 
We offered space in an environment-controlled facility in Mussafah; a fleet of 
vehicles for distribution; and custom-tailored scheduling, inventory reporting 
and full integration of warehouse data. The company saved on capital 
expenditures for its warehousing needs, and our logistics solutions addressed 
its full spectrum of needs, from customs clearance and distribution to storage.
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abudhabi@agility.com




